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“Never invest emergency savings in the stock market.” 
 

- Suze Orman    
Equity Markets 

Indices 28th Feb   
2018 

28th Mar   
2018 

1 Month 
Return (%) 

1 Year   
Return (%) 

BSE Sensex 34,184.04 32,968.68 -3.56 11.30 
S&P CNX Nifty 10,492.85 10,113.70 -3.61 10.25 
BSE 100 10,864.95 10,502.61 -3.33 10.62 
BSE Mid Cap 16,562.59 15,962.59 -3.62 13.24 
BSE Small Cap 18,127.93 16,994.36 -6.25 17.74 
Source: Bloomberg  

Indian equity markets posted negative returns during the month of March with large cap 
indices falling ~3.60% mom. BSE mid cap index was down 3.62%, while BSE small cap 
index was down 6.25% during the month.  

The Sensex was up 11.30% while Nifty was up 10.25% for the FY2018. The BSE mid 
cap is up 13.24% yoy and BSE small cap index is up 17.74% yoy as of end March 2018, 
thus outperforming the large cap indices on a yoy basis. 

Major global equity indices too were down during the month with returns ranging from 
negative 2.42% to negative 4.12%. Nikkei 225 declined the most by 4.12%, while FTSE 
100 declined the least, among the major global indices.  

For the month of March, all the sectoral indices except Consumer durable sector posted 
negative returns. While Consumer durable sector gained 5.07%, sectors like IT, FMCG, 
Capital goods and Auto outperformed the key benchmark indices.   

FIIs were net buyers to the tune of Rs13,372cr into Indian equity markets in Mar’18 
while DII’s invested Rs6,694cr. Among DIIs, Mutual funds bought Rs9,256cr. In debt 
market, FIIs sold a net of Rs7,298cr in domestic debt during the month. 

FIIs have net bought Rs18,027cr in Indian equity in FY18 and in debt market, FIIs have 
bought a net of Rs1,18,085cr. DIIs have net bought Rs111,688cr in Indian equity in 
FY18, with MFs buying Rs1,39,600cr. 

 
Macro Economic Data  
Industrial production increased by 7.5% in Jan’18 against 7.1% growth in Dec’17. The uptick 
was majorly led by sharp increase in manufacturing output which increased by 8.7% in 
Jan’18 vs. 8.5% in Dec’17 and capital goods output which continued to grow at a high rate of 
14.6% in Jan’18 after 14.4% increase in Dec’17. Among other components, growth in 
electricity output (7.6% in Jan’18 vs. 4.4% in Dec’17) and that of in primary goods (5.8% in 
Jan’18 vs. 3.8% in Dec’17) also contributed to the high growth in IIP. However, output 
growth in mining (0.1% in Jan’18 vs. 1.2% in Dec’17) and intermediate goods (4.9% in 
Jan’18 vs. 6.6% in Dec’17) decelerated. 
Core sector output growth accelerated to 6.7% in Jan’18, following a 4.2% growth in Dec’17. 
The growth was mainly led by sustained increase in output of cement (20.7% in Jan’18 vs. 
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18.9% in Dec’17) and electricity output (8.2% in Jan’18 vs. 4.4% in Dec’17). More 
importantly, coal output which declined by 0.1% in Dec’17 increased by 3% in Jan’18. 
However, Fertilisers output declined by 1.6% in Jan’18 against 3% growth in Dec’17. 
CPI inflation eased to 4.4% in Feb’18 from 5.1% in Jan’18, led by seasonal fall in food 
inflation from 4.6% in Jan’18 to 3.4% in Feb’18. Fuel inflation dropped from 7.7% in Jan’18 
to 6.8% in Feb’18. Notably, core inflation increased marginally to  5.2% in Feb’18 from 
5.1% in Jan’18. Also, WPI inflation eased from 2.8% in Jan’18 to 2.5% in Feb’18. 
Trade deficit narrowed to $12bn in Feb’18, down from $16.3bn in Jan'18. During Apr-Feb 
FY18, trade deficit has already jumped to $148.9bn, which is 41% higher than the full year 
trade deficit of $105.7bn in FY17. non-oil & non-gold trade deficit also widened to $94bn 
during Apr-Feb FY18, which is nearly 37% higher than $68bn during Apr-Feb FY17. 
Exports grew by 4.5% yoy in Feb’18 to $25.8bn following a 9.1% jump in Jan’18. Imports 
grew by 10.4% to $37.8bn in Feb'18 against 26.1% increase in Jan’18. 

Govt. fiscal deficit widened to Rs. 7.2tn, reaches 4.2% of GDP during Apr-Feb FY18 
overshooting the full year’s revised fiscal deficit target of Rs. 5.9tn (3.5% of GDP) and 
reached 120% of the overall target. Revenue expenditure during the current fiscal till 
February came in at Rs 17tn (10.7% yoy growth), and Capital expenditure came in at Rs. 3tn 
growing 38.3% in Apr-Feb’18. Total expenditure grew by 14% yoy during the same period to 
Rs. 20tn. 

The current 10-year benchmark yield dropped from 7.73% as of end-February 2018 to 
7.40% at the end of March 2018.  
 
Indian Rupee remained range bound during Mar’18 as it closed at 65.0 at the end of Mar’18 
from 65.2 as of 28th Feb’18. 
  

Trend in the major commodities 
was negative in the month of 
March with Gold and Crude Oil 
being an exception. Crude oil 
gained 7.38% while primary 
aluminum declined the most by 
5.98%. On a year on year basis, 
all major commodities except 
Silver continue to post positive 
gains. Nickel has risen the most 
by 32.67% while Silver is down 

10.35%. 
 

Source: Bloomberg  
 
Observations 
GST collections for Feb’18 came in at Rs. 852bn slightly lower than Rs. 863bn in Jan’18. 
The government expects collections to improve further after the introduction of the interstate 
e-way bill system from April’18. As of Feb’18, 1.03 crore taxpayers have been registered 
under GST. 

Commodities    
(USD) 

1 Month 
Return (%) 

One Year 
Return (%) 

Gold 0.54 6.10 
Silver -0.26 -10.35 
Crude Oil 7.38 31.32 
Copper -3.13 15.01 
Primary Aluminum -5.98 2.14 
Lead -4.28 2.35 
Nickel -3.55 32.67 
Tin -2.00 4.58 
Zinc -5.21 18.15 
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Outlook 
On the global front, key sources of volatility and downside for equities were: a) the US Fed 
raising rates accompanied by a more hawkish forecast for the policy rate trajectory over 
CY18 and CY19; and b) the Trump Administrations’ protectionist measures and concerns of 
a trade war especially with China. Crude oil prices rallied to near US$70 level, up by ~6% in 
March on news of possible extension of production cuts, implying that the stress on key 
macro variables continues to build. 

Domestically, election results for 3 bye-polls – 2 in the state of UP and 1 in the state of Bihar 
came out during the month and the ruling party (BJP) lost out in all 3 of them. While these 
results had no implications to overall numbers, a section of the market did view this as a 
political setback for the ruling party. Markets would be closely watching the impending state 
elections in the run up to the 2019 general elections. 

Also, the Monetary Policy Committee (MPC) in its meeting on 5th April maintained status 
quo on rates, in-line with expectations. India’s Industrial Production data for the month of Jan 
(released in March) stayed strong at 7.5% which was higher than consensus estimates of 
6.4%. CPI inflation eased for the second consecutive month to 4.4% in Feb (from 5.1% in 
Jan).  

Inflows into domestic mutual funds have been quite strong over the last several quarters. 
After the imposition of Long Term Capital Gains (LTCG) in the budget, there have been 
concerns on flow of money into equity funds. The net inflow number for March was good yet 
again. This is likely to continue given the flush of liquidity that the banks have been 
receiving, coupled with the fact that physicals assets like real estate and gold, and even fixed 
income instruments don't seem to have a very attractive outlook as compared to Equities. The 
domestic inflows should also provide cushion to the markets in the event of FII outflows. 

Despite the uncertainty in the short term, we believe that the medium term outlook of the 
Indian economy and consequently the equity markets is quite good. As the benefits of GST 
and cleanup of bank balance sheets start becoming clear, we should see improvement in 
growth indicators. Indian market valuations at 19x FY19 earnings, are at a slight premium to 
historical mean levels. But given that we expect a cyclical recovery going ahead, these 
multiples should not be considered as very expensive. We continue to remain optimistic from 
a medium to long term point of view. 
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Debt Markets Update – April, 2018 
 
 
March Highlights 
 

•  Bond markets witnessed a rally in the month of Marchtriggered by a fortuitous 
combination of factors –reduction/alteration in the Indian Govt Borrowing Plan reduction 
approx by Rs 500bn and alteration of maturity plan by including 1-4yr maturity profile 
resulting in lower duration supply to the market, lower inflation numbers, proposed 
increase in FPI limits by the Govt and a restrained US Fed policy that led toa softening of 
yields. The G-Sec 10 yr started the month at 7.73% and eased to 7.40% by the end of the 
month. Liquidity conditions continued to remain neutral to positive in the month. The 
Rupeewas unchanged and closed at 65.18 at the month end. 

• The IIP for Januarycame in higher at 7.5%, compared to 7.1% in December. The growth 
was primarily driven by the manufacturing index which came in at 8.7% vs 8.4%in 
January. The electricity index for January rose to 7.6% as compared to 4.4% in 
December. On the use based index, basic goods came in much higher and showed a print 
of 5.8% vs 3.7%, while intermediate goods came in marginally lower than the previous 
month but managed to stay well above negative territory showing a positive print of 4.9% 
from 6.2% in January.Consumer durable goods also shot up and came in at 8.0%in 
January, from 0.9% in December. Consumer non-durables sub-index, 
however,easedsignificantly to 10.5% from 16.5% in January. 

• Headline CPI inflation, for February, eased and came in lower at 4.44% from 5.07% in 
January.The fall was mainly due to decrease in the food and fuel & light prices. The food 
index came in lower at 3.38% in February versus4.58% in January. Underlying the food 
inflation, vegetable inflation fell and came in at 17.57% from 26.97% and the pulses 
inflation continued in the negative zone at -17.35% as compared to -20.20% in the 
previous month. The fuel and light index also moved marginally lowerto 6.80% from 
7.73% and housing index also showed a marginally lower print to8.28% from 8.33%. The 
miscellaneous index came in a tad higher at 3.85% from 3.78% in the month of February. 
On a MoM basis the core inflation came in at 5.17% from 5.10% in the previous month. 

• Headline WPI inflationcame in lower at 2.48% in February from 2.84% in January due to 
the reversal seen in primary product prices. Primary articles inflation moved down 
sharply to 0.79% in February as compared to 2.37% in January. The manufactured 
products category was marginally higher at 3.04% vs 2.78% in the month of February. 
The fuel and power index showed a much lower print of 3.81% as compared to 4.10% 
MoM. Core inflation however came in marginally higher at3.87% in February vs 3.50% 
in January. 

• Trade deficit in February narrowed to $12.0bn in February from $16.3bn in January. 
Exports rose 4.5% to $25.8bn while imports rose 10.4% to $37.8bn. During the current 
financial year, trade deficit has touched $ 143.2bn as compared with $97.8bn in the same 
period of previous year.  
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Market Outlook 
 

• The reduction of bond supplyhas helped alleviate a significant overhang from the bond 
markets. While the outlook for inflation in the near term has moderated and RBI is 
expected to maintain status quo on rates for an extended period of time, the adverse 
demand-supply balance for bonds was the chief concern for the markets. Banks, which 
are the largest constituent of buyers for GSecs, were expected to scale down their appetite 
in face of mounting losses from their bond holdings. 

• The absolute reduction in the Government’s borrowing amount and the lower supply 
intensity in the initial two quarters of the coming financial year, along with the expected 
issuance of floating rate bonds, implies a far lower duration addition into the market, than 
was earlier feared. The positive development is expected to cap any rise in bond yields in 
the near term. 

• The triggers for bond yield movement, in the coming months, is likely to be global, rather 
than domestic in nature. Oil prices are the key risk for the markets. A largely 
synchronous pick-up in growth across the large economies along with the continuing 
crude oil production cap that OPEC is following has helped spur a rally in oil prices over 
the last one year. The increasing rhetoric around import tariffs and trade wars presents 
another source of uncertainty for the global economy. A sharp increase in protectionist 
policies is likely to adversely affect growth and inflation. 

• In the absence of any firm triggers to move the yields in either direction, bond funds are 
expected to deliver returns close to current yield levels. Interim volatility, though, may 
increase as the markets react to incremental developments from time to time. 
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